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he abrupt change of guard at the Outlook maga-
zine recently once again exposed the fragile
position of the editors in the indian media. in

the  29 September issue of the magazine   the editor
carried a story by a freelance journalist exposing the
alleged 'trafficking' of the innocent tribal children by
the RSS from Assam to states like Gujarat and Punjab
to 'hinduise' them. Some activist lawyers of BJP and
RSS filed an FiR in Guwahati against the editor and
writer of the story. Obviously under pressure from pow-
ers that be, management sacked the editor Krishna
Prasad.    
Recently the Vice-President Hamid Ansari rightly said
"The sharp demarcation, between the editor's responsi-
bilities in determining the prioritization of news  hierar-
chy and the domain of the owner in the running a prof-
itable venture, has become
increasingly blurred. There
appears to be a distinct reluc-
tance on part of the owners to
have a visible, independent
and opinionated    editor. They
have also started playing a
larger role in determining the
news content and orientation
of the newspaper."
The paid news menace,
designed and executed by the
business managers has already undermined the editorial
ethics. This is not the first time, certainly not the last,
the editors are sacked for refusing to compromise the
editorial independence to suit the business or political
interests of the managements. Unfortunately, many edi-
tors are `crawling when asked to bend'.  it seems the
editors are kept at the helm just to meet the requirement
for the RNi certificate. Otherwise the business man-
agers would take control of the news room, de-jure
which they are now doing de-facto, leading to loss of
media creditability.  it is time for the working journal-
ists and editors wake up and save the newsroom from
the invasion of business managers.

Invasion of Newsroom 
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hen you are fighting for your

rights you don’t have to shout

from roof top and burn effi-

gies.  You can do it in a very aesthetic yet

effective way, by speaking with facts and

figures. Scribes News just does that.  

However the general public believe

that the scribes enjoy certain privileges,

it has to be informed that when it comes

to fighting for their basic rights, decent

wages and safety while working in a dan-

gerous situation,  they are in as good or as

worse situation like anybody.

i feel SN should be not just  ''of  jour-

nalists, for the journalists, by the journal-

ists but for "for common reader" also. i

wish it reaches wider readership than just

journalists. 

Surendra, Cartoonist

The Hindu, Chennai 

i think a great effort went into Scribes

News. i look forward to reading future

issues.  Thank you. All the best. 

Prof. Shakuntala Rao 

Department of Communication Studies

State University of New York

Email: raos@plattsburgh.edu

The Scribes News is well designed

and well edited magazine. it is very

rich in content and a repository of our

profession.  

Dileep Reddy

Executive Editor, 

Sakshi Telugu Daily.

Think of reader also 

A good effort

Well designed 
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freeDom of expression 

he independence that we celebrate, was won by

the indian people through a prolonged and hard

struggle of epic dimensions, a larger-than-life

battle in which ordinary men and women

performed heroic roles. it was the culmination of

a revolutionary movement which forced the

rulers of an empire on which the 'sun never set' to

surrender power to their 'subjects' whom they

had exploited for over two centuries. 

nature of indian nationalism

indian nationalism, as articulated

in our freedom struggle, was a

progressive, revolutionary,

humane, compassionate,

pro-people and  anti-colonial

nationalism. it was not the aggres-

sive jingoistic nationalism of the

fascist mussolini or Nazi Hitler

which was used in europe in the

1930s and 1940s to crush

democracy, and commit genocide

on bona fide citizens by declaring

them anti-national. Neither was it

the homogenising nationalism

based on language (and often

religion), as in 19th century

europe, examples being French-speaking

Catholic France and German-speaking Protestant

Germany. The nationalist vision that inspired

millions of indians was of an independent, multi-

lingual, multi-religious, secular, democratic,

civil libertarian and egalitarian republic.

The hyper-nationalism witnessed in india in

recent times is not the nationalism of our

freedom struggle. it misuses nationalism, which

has a positive connotation in the minds and

hearts of the indian people, to polarise, to divide,

and to suppress individual freedoms. How can

this be the genuine article? Our nationalism is

meant to unite, to harmonise, to guarantee free-

dom of speech, freedom of the press and freedom

of association. i particularly want to draw atten-

tion to the issue of civil liberties, as this is one of

the strongest elements in the legacy of the free-

dom struggle which is under grave threat today.

Witness the reckless use of Section 124-A to

charge students with sedition, with vigilantes

attacking even journalists inside law courts, with

books being withdrawn and pulped, with

ministers attempting to terrorise dissenting intel-

lectuals by labelling them as 'intellectual terror-

ists', with gaurakshaks physically attacking those

who they think are flouting their diktats, espe-

cially if they belong to the Dalit or minority com-

munities. These attacks on freedom

of expression, of movement, on

freedom to eat and earn your liveli-

hood, bring home to us the urgent

necessity of resisting these attacks,

and that can only be done by

defending civil liberties, by defend-

ing this legacy as an integral part of

our nationalism, and by declaring

these attacks as anti-national. To do

so, we need to arm ourselves with

greater knowledge about how the

battle for civil liberties was linked

to our national struggle. i offer

some examples below.

in fact, the leaders of the free-

dom struggle believed so strongly in the absolute

right to freedom of expression, including free-

dom of the press, that they considered the strug-

gle for these civil liberties to be an essential part

of the national movement. Almost half a century

before nationalist ideas begun to emerge, Raja

Rammohan Roy, often called the Father of

modern india, as early as 1824, protested against

a regulation restricting the freedom of the press.

in a memorandum to the Supreme Court, he

argued for "the unrestricted liberty of publica-

tion" to ensure that every individual could bring

his views to the notice of the rulers.

power of the press

much before the formation of the indian

National Congress or other nationalist organisa-

What it is to be independent

By 

mridula

mukherjee

Nationalist
ideas were

expressed and
spread through
the medium of
the press, and
that too mostly

the Indian
language or
vernacular

press.

The leaders of the freedom struggle believed in the absolute right to
freedom of expression and they considered the struggle for these civil
liberties an essential part of the national movement

T

The author is a
former Professor
of modern indian
History at
Jawaharlal Nehru
University. She
was also Director
of the Nehru
memorial
museum and
library.
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tions, nationalist ideas were expressed

and spread through the medium of the

press, and that too mostly the indian lan-

guage or vernacular press. most of these

were papers started by middle class peo-

ple of nationalist leanings who invested

their life's savings and often their family

jewellery in this enterprise. incensed by

the highly critical tone adopted by the

press against the administration for their

inhuman attitude towards the victims of

the famine of 1876-77, the Viceroy, lord

lytton, decided to strike hard. A dracon-

ian law aimed at the indian language

newspapers was planned in secrecy and

passed in a single sitting of the imperial

legislative Council. The infamous

Vernacular Press Act 1878, provided for

the confiscation of the printing press,

paper, and other materials of a newspa-

per if the government thought that it was

publishing seditious material.

it was well known that the

newspaper that had most raised the

hackles of the government was the

Amrita Bazar Patrika, published by the

brothers Sisir Ghosh and motilal Ghosh

from Calcutta in Bengali and english,

and the plan was to take action against it

under the new Act. imagine the state of

British officialdom when they woke up

the morning after the passing of the Act

to find that the Amrita Bazar Patrika had

converted itself overnight into a purely

english language newspaper, thus plac-

ing itself outside the purview of the Act.

Strong protests broke out against the

new Act all over the country. The press

itself played a leading part in this cam-

paign. The first big demonstration on a

matter of public importance was held at

the Town Hall in Calcutta. it is a matter

of great significance that the nationalist

forces, even before they were formally

organised, won a major victory, and that

too on the issue of civil liberties. in

1881, in deference to strong public opin-

ion, the Viceroy lord Ripon repealed the

Vernacular Press Act. So this legacy is

almost a century and four decades old!

A few years later, in 1883,

Surendranath Banerjea, one of the

founders of the independence move-

ment, was jailed for two months for con-

tempt of court for an editorial he wrote in

his newspaper, the Bengalee, criticising a

judgment of the Calcutta High Court in

sharp terms. This was seen by political

india as an attack on civil liberties. in

Calcutta, there was a complete hartal in

the indian part of the city. Students

demonstrations outside the high court

turned violent and stones were thrown at

the police and windows smashed.

Among the demonstrators was a future

Vice-Chancellor of Calcutta University,

Ashutosh mukherjee. Demonstrations

and meetings in support of Banerjea

were held in cities as far away as lahore,

Agra, Amritsar, and Poona. in Calcutta

many open air mass meetings were held,

a form of protest and expression that was

to become the staple and defining feature

of the indian struggle for freedom.

Similarly, and on a far bigger scale,

country-wide protests followed when

lokmanya Tilak was sentenced to 18

months' rigorous imprisonment in 1897

for publishing his own speech in the

Kesari, his marathi newspaper. Again, in

1908, Tilak was convicted of sedition

under the notorious Section 124-A of the

indian Penal Code and sentenced to

transportation for six years and exiled to

mandalay in Burma for his articles on

'The Arrival of the Bomb'. The reaction

was stronger, given the timing of the

attack, at the last phase of the Swadeshi

movement. markets in Bombay were

closed for a week, workers went on

strike in textile mills and railway work-

shops, and it took the army and 16 work-

ers dead to force them back to work.

in 1922, mahatma Gandhi was also

tried under the same Section 124-A for

sedition for his articles in Young india,

and the judge told him he was giving him

the same punishment that was given to

lokmanya Tilak: six years of imprison-

ment, but not in exile. The struggle for

civil liberties thus entailed much suffer-

ing and sacrifice, many suffered long jail

terms, others lost their life's savings,

their families paid the cost; the legacy is

a precious and hallowed one. A legacy

which we cannot allow to be whittled

away, as on its defence rests our ability

to defend the humane, pluralistic and

egalitarian legacy of indian nationalism.

words to live by

i conclude with quotes from Gandhiji

and Nehru which demonstrate their

profound understanding that freedom

cannot be diluted. Gandhiji said:

"liberty of speech means that it is unas-

sailed even when the speech hurts.

liberty of the press can be said to be

truly respected only when the press can

comment in the severest terms upon and

even misrepresent matters. Freedom of

association is truly respected when

assemblies of people can discuss even

revolutionary projects." And: "Civil lib-

erty, consistent with the observance of

non-violence is the first step towards

Swaraj. it is the breath of political and

social life, it is the foundation of free-

dom. There is no room here for dilution

or compromise. it is the water of life."

in a similar vein, Nehru said in 1940:

"The freedom of the press does not con-

sist in our permitting such things as we

like to appear. even a tyrant is agreeable

to this kind of freedom. Civil liberty and

freedom of the press consist in our per-

mitting what we do not like, in our put-

ting up with criticisms of ourselves, in

our allowing public expression of views

which seem to us even to be injurious to

our cause itself." 

in seventieth year independence, let

us pledge to uphold undiluted freedom.
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IJU delegation presenting the latest issues of Scribes News to the President Pranab Mukherjee at Rashtrapati Bhawan on 8
September. From Left to Right: Prem Nath Bhargava, K Amarnath, Prabhat Dash, Amar Devulapalli, S N Sinha, Hari Kumar

and Susheel Silveno.  

IJU leaders call on Rashtrapati 
delegation of indian Journalists

Union (iJU) called on President

of india, Pranab mukherjee at

Rashtrapati Bhawan in New Delhi on 8

September evening and presented copies

of the Union's Journal, Scribes News and

iJU Souvenir 2016. 

The delegation led by iJU President

S.N. Sinha included its Secretary

General, Amar Devulapalli, Vice

President of international Federation of

Journalists (iFJ), ms. Sabina indrajit,

Press Council of india (PCi) members K.

Amarnath, Prabhat Dash, iJU Treasurer

Prem Nath Bhargav, iJU leader from

Uttar Pradesh Susheel Silvano and New

York Times Correspondent and iJU

activist Hari Kumar. 

in a fifteen minute interaction with

the President, the delegation narrated the

growing incidents of attacks on media in

the country. it also drew his attention to

the various problems faced by the work-

ing journalists. 

President Pranab mukherjee, who

gave a patient hearing to the iJU leaders,

shared his views on the safety of journal-

ists and changing trends in media. iJU

leaders presented the latest issues of

Scribes News, the journal published by

the union to the President. They also pre-

sented him a shawl and the iJU Souvenir

2016. 

The President flipped through the

pages of the Scribes News and appreciat-

ed its design and content. He said the

magazine was following the design of

the mainstream magazine edited by the

veteran Nikhil Chakraborty. He said the

magazine should maintain high stan-

dards of journalism and emerge as role-

model. 

A



Journalist stabbed 
to death in Gujarat

nother journalist, fourth this

year, sacrificed his life in

the service of the free media

and the people`s right to know.

Kishore Dave, Bureau Chief of Jai

Hind daily in Junagadh, Gujarat was

killed at about 9.00 pm on 22 August

while filing a story for his vernacular

newspaper published from Rajkot in

his office. He was apparently alone

in the office at the time of the attack.

He was 53.  

According to reports, four

assailants barged into the office and

stabbed him with knives repeatedly.

He was killed instantly before

medical aid could reach. According

to Nilesh Jajadiya, Junagadh district

Superintendent of Police, Dave was

stabbed six-seven times with knife. 

in an apparent bid to save the

politically powerful persons

allegedly behind the murder, the

Superintendent of Police was

reported as saying "From injury

marks, it appears that personal enmi-

ty could be a reason behind the

murder". it was a mute question how

the SP came to that conclusion even

before the post mortem report was

available.  

Usually, the police come with

such stories to paint every murder of

journalist to be not related to the

profession or his reportage.  

"We are analysing footage from

a CCTV camera installed in a

building opposite the newspaper

office. in the footage, three suspects

are seen on a motorbike. But their

faces are not clear. We are checking

other CCTVs," the SP added. 

This year so far, four journalists

were killed, one each in Uttar

Pradesh, Bihar, Chhattisgarh and

Gujarat. 

Prakash Dave, brother of the

deceased journalist, said on 23

August that Bhavesh Sureja, son of

former irrigation minister in the state,

Rati Sureja, was involved in the mur-

der. He said his brother had, some

time back, exposed the misdeamours

of Bhavesh. He claimed that his

brother had received death threats

from Bhavesh.

last year, Kishore Dave reported

that Dr. Bhavesh Sureja was harass-

ing a woman at a clinic. He posted

the same in his Facebook page.  The

doctor filed a case against him

leading to the arrest of the journalist

under cyber laws. A witness in the

case also filed another case alleging

that the journalist threatened him.

Kishore Dave was bailed out later. 

iJU calls for special law 

in a statement issued on 25 August,

the indian Journalists Union (iJU)

strongly condemned the murder of

Kishore Dave. Union President S N

Sinha, Secretary-General Amar

Devulapalli, Press Council of india

(PCi) members K Amarnath and

Prabhat Dash paid tributes to

Kishore Dave, who sacrificed his life

for the cause of freedom of the press

at his desk.  

"He was killed because of his

reports exposing unsavory deeds of

Kishore Dave

Crime AGAinst freeDom of  expression 

This year so far, four journalists were killed, one each 
in Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Chhattisgarh and Gujarat.      
It has become a practice with police to claim that the
motive behind the murder of scribes was personal enmity. 

A
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some powerful politicians and their kin.

The police should thoroughly investigate

the case and book all those behind his

murder, however big or well connected

they might be, instead of arresting those

who wielded the knives to kill him." 

"The murder of Kishore Dave

reinforces our demand for special law for

the safety of journalists. We appeal to all

journalists and editors organizations to

come together and mobilize public

opinion for such a law so that his sacri-

fice does not go in vain." 

The iJU leaders urged upon the Press

Council of india (PCi) Chairman Justice

C K Prasad to immediately take suo motu

cognizance of the case and send a

sub-committee of the Council to find out

facts and circumstances leading to the

murder. They also demanded that the

Gujarat government should immediately

pay adequate ex-gratia to the family of

the murdered journalist. 

ifJ condemns the murder 

The international Federation of

Journalists (iFJ) condemned the murder

of Kishore Dave and demanded swift

action. in a statement issued in Brussels,

the iFJ president, Philippe leruth said:

"The iFJ strongly condemns the murder

of Kishore Dave in Gujarat. We support

our colleagues in india as they call for

swift action on this case. it is not insignif-

icant that Dave's murder has followed

investigations into alleged   misconduct

by politicians in india and we urge the

indian government to consider special

law for the protection of          journalists

as being demanded by iFJ affiliates and

journalist unions."

CpJ demands credible investigation

The Committee for Protection of

Journalists (CPJ) condemned the murder

of Kishore Dave and demanded that the

Gujarat police should conduct credible

and swift investigation to bring the cul-

prits to book. in a statement issued in

Bangkok on 24 August, the CPJ lament-

ed that the murderers of journalists 

got away with impunity and said that no

person was convicted for murder of jour-

nalists in the india in the last one 

decade.  

he Press Council of india

(PCi) took suo motu

cognizance of the complaint

against Central Reserve Police Force

(CRPF) in Jammu and Kashmir that

they attacked photo-journalists in

South Kashmir on 8 August. 

in a communication dated 12

August to the Director General of

Central Reserve Police Force

(CRPF), New Delhi and the Special

Director General of CRPF, Jammu

and Kashmir Zone, the PCi asked

them to file a report on the facts of the

case within two weeks as the matter

prima-facie concerned free

functioning of the press. 

earlier, K Amarnath, member of

the Council and a senior leader of the

indian Journalists Union (iJU) in a

complaint to the PCi Chairman, C K

Prasad, quoting reports appearing in

the press, alleged that the Central

Reserve Police Force (CRPF) jawans

beat several photo-journalists at

Semthan Bijerbehara in Anantnag

district in Kashmir on 8 August, while

covering protests there. 

Amarnath said in his complaint

that "The action of the CRPF men to

beat up photo-journalists who went

there to cover an incident and then

using them as shield against raining

stones is very serious matter. it not

only endangers the life of journalists

but an attack on the freedom of the

press.  i request you to kindly take

suo motu cognizance of the case and

take suitable steps urgently to save

the journalists".  

photo-journalists used as shields

muneeb Ul islam, who works with

Kashmir Reader and daily Roshni,

alleged that the CRPF men had beat-

en him up and also used him as a

shield and put before the youth, who

were throwing stones on the forces.

"First the CRPF troopers thrashed me

and then put me ahead of them so that

i get hit by stones. Two stones hit me"

he said. 

The Photo-journalists went there

to cover an encounter between the

CRPF and some militants. Some

village youth came out in support of

the militants and pelted stones at the

CRPF men. Then security force used

the photo-journalists as shields

against the stones, it was reported. 

Another Photo-journalist,

Kamran Yusuf, working with a

Jammu based daily, alleged that the

CRPF men abused and beat him up.

He said they even used him as a

shield against the stones hurled by the

youths.  

T

Muneeb Ul Islam

hiGh hAnDeDness

PCI notICe to CRPF:

Photo-journalists
Beaten up in Kashmir  
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meDiA oUtlook of the Government 

fact-finding report on the violence in Baksa in

Assam soon after the 2014 lok Sabha elections,

released by the Centre for Policy Analysis, has

blamed "hate speeches" by leaders for igniting

ethnic tensions in the State. it is

not the media but our Netas that

incite various religious and eth-

nic groups to fight each other.

However one advocate turned

politician and the Assistant

Solicitor General of  india  who

are so much concerned about the

situation in Bodoland Territorial

Area District (BTAD) of Assam

have lodged an FiR in latasil

Police Station of Guwahati

against a report published in the

July 29 issue of Outlook maga-

zine. The cover story in that issue

of Outlook - titled Operation

Baby lift: How the RSS flouted

every law on children to traffic 31 young tribal

girls from Assam to Punjab and Gujarat to

'Hinduise' them. The complainants found an

offensive sentence out of 1350 worded long story

which reads:

"in conflict-torn Assam, parents, young men

and women and children resent their situation-

there's dearth of opportunity and development

and poor penetration of state welfare. For the

Bodos, there's now a manufactured hostility to

islam and Christianity, and an artificially height-

ened hostility to the Santhals and mundas.

encouraged by the Sangh parivar, institutions of

family, religion and patriarchy push naive tribal

girls and their parents into a path of indoctrina-

tion that encourages incessant conflict. Worse, it

strips them of the power to exercise faculties not

in line with the elite-caste Hindutva main-

stream."

The investigative story of independent writer

Neha Dixit published in Outlook magazine

points out how children particularly young girls

are being trafficked from Assam by some organ-

izations and contractors having vested interests.

Between 2012 and 2015, five thousand children

in Assam went missing, as per a CiD report quot-

ed by Outlook, despite a Supreme

Court directive in 2010 barring

minor children in Assam to go out

of the state to study.  The report

alleged that "the RSS trafficked 31

children from Assam to Gujarat and

Punjab to initiate them into

Hinduism without the consent of

their parents."  interestingly the 31

children "trafficked" by the RSS in

2015 are among 800 who reported-

ly left Assam that year. 

The complainants objected for

using the word trafficking as

according to them it means trans-

portation of human being for sexu-

al purpose only. However merriam

Webster dictionary defines human trafficking as:

organized criminal activity in which human

beings are treated as possessions to be controlled

and exploited (as being forced into prostitution

or involuntary labour). The Outlook report says

that RSS has violated a Supreme Court directive

and orders by bodies such as Assam State

Commission for the Protection of Child Rights

and Child Welfare Committee Assam by sending

31 little girls from Assam to the organization's

residential schools in Punjab and Gujarat for an

education that instills 'Hinduism'.   

it is unfortunate that the government has

ignored the problem of child trafficking from the

state for various purposes and the allegations

against RSS by the award winning journalist

Neha Dixit in her investigative report published

in Outlook. instead the government has chosen

the archaic suppressive tactics of shooting the

messenger. The state at the same time has played

a dangerous game by refusing to accept the gen-

esis of the deep malaise that inflicts the polity.        

Incite violence: Blame media

Geetharth pathak

The cover story of Outlook - titled Operation Baby Lift: How the RSS
flouted every law on children to traffic 31 young tribal girls from
Assam to Punjab and Gujarat to 'Hinduise' them, enraged RSS. 

A

The writer is a senior
journalist from
Assam and 
Vice-President,
indian Journalists
Union.     
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i
n a sudden development, the

management of the Outlook

magazine, appointed Rajesh

Ramachandran, Political editor of

economic Times as new editor-in-

Chief. in an email message to the

staff, the Outlook Group executive

editor and publisher of the magazine,

indranil Roy announced the appoint-

ment of the new editor. The mail

asked the staff to welcome the new

editor-in-chief and extend him co-

operation. 

The email, according to insiders,

did not mention anything about

Krishna Prasad, the outgoing editor-

in-Chief. Rajesh Ramachandran who

worked in the magazine earlier took

over on 16 August.

The development at the Outlook,

raised questions of editorial independ-

ence as the change of guard at the

magazine came days after the RSS

filed a case against the editor and

Publisher for publishing an  investiga-

tive report by a freelance journalist

Neha Dixit in its July 29 issue

"Operation #BetiUthao." The inves-

tigative report revealed how RSS

'trafficked' 31 tribal girls from Assam

to Gujarat and Punjab to 'Hinduise'

them, violating law on child traffick-

ing and guidelines issued by the

Supreme Court in this regard.   

Krishna Prasad, who joined

Outlook 2008, had taken over from

Vinod mehta as the magazine's sec-

ond editor-in-chief in February 2012

in equally controversial       circuma-

stances. The high profile founder editor, mehta was elevated as

editorial Chairman, a ceremonial post having no responsibility with

continuity in enjoying perks. even though it was a sudden develop-

ment, as a saving grace, Vinod mehta himself announced it at an

editorial meeting. 

At that time, it was speculated that Vinod mehta was eased out of

the editorial responsibilities and elevated to upstairs due to the

controversial publication of Radia tapes, which   ruffled many a

feather in political and corporate world.    

AttACk on news room 

RSS expose´ costs
outlook editor his job 

Rajesh Ramachandran 

Krishna Prasad

HC orders Chennai
Press Club elections

T
he madras High Court on 29 August has

ordered elections to the Chennai Press Club

(CPC) within three months and appointed

retired High Court Judge Justice K Chandru as the

Returning Officer.  He was also entrusted with the

verification of membership enrolled after 2011.

Justice m m Sundresh of the High Court, who

passed the order,  observed that the current office

bearers running the club since 1999 were not

elected legally. 

The court order came after an acrimonious

fight between different groups of journalists, all

staking claim to the prestigious recreational club.

Apart from not holding elections, several journal-

ists allege maladministration, misuse of funds and

lack of transparency in the running of CPC.

in 2009, R mohan, a journalist with a Tamil

daily filed a case against the Club.  But with no

movement in the case, another journalist, Subbaiah

working for Tamil channel, Puthiya Thalaimurai

impleaded in the case in 2011.  "my prayer was for

elections to be held in the Press Club. As journal-

ists we put out all issues and problems that society

faces but in our own field if we can't do it, then it's

hypocritical," said Subbaiah.

in 2012, the madras High Court ordered fresh

elections to be held. But the ruling was stayed after

CPC's office bearers challenged the order.  

While expressing happiness over the High

Court order, Subbaiah said he would not hesitate to

go back to court if the election process was stalled.

He said all that he wanted was democratic elections

and he was not concerned over who got elected.

"let anyone come after elections but we want elec-

tions to be held," he said.
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tHIS IS no Way:

SC tellS
Jaya  

Defamation
cases 

against
opponents 

Cases were filed against media even for reports about the 
Chief Minister's health condition, says Supreme Court.

he Supreme Court on 17 August

came down heavily on

Tamilnadu government for

filing a large number of defamation

cases against opposition leaders and

media for their criticism against the poli-

cies of the state government and Chief

minister Jayalalithaa. Such cases were

filed even for reports about the Chief

minister's health condition, it said.

A bench of the apex court headed by

Justice Deepak misra, after perusing the

history of defamation cases in the state,

observed that no other state in the

country seemed to have filed so many

criminal defamation cases, that too using

the state machinery and the public

prosecutor's office, in the recent past. 

"This is not the way… this is not the

sign of a healthy democracy. This shows

State's control over the sanctioning

authority and prosecutor's office in filing

defamation cases against opponents,

media and political rivals," Justice misra

observed. 

"if somebody criticises the policy of

the government, if the person criticised is

a public figure, he has to face it instead

of using the state machinery to choke

criticism," the Bench said.

The court issued fresh notice to the

State government and the authorities

directing them to file their responses on

the issue within three weeks.  

Responding to an earlier order of the

court on 28 July, the government

provided the Supreme Court with a list

of defamation cases filed by the state

through the public prosecutor in the past

five years. The list shows a spectrum of

cases filed against the DmK (85), the

DmDK (48), the Congress (7), the media

(55) and BJP leader Subramanian

Swamy (5) totaling 213 cases. 

This was barely 10 days after the

apex court sought a personal explanation

from  Jayalalithaa about the series of

criminal defamation cases being lodged

against political opponents. The Bench

was hearing a criminal defamation case

filed against DmDK leader Vijayakanth,

Justice misra had then orally observed

that a "public prosecutor is not a post-

man" to settle political scores.

Calling Cm corrupt defamatory:

Jaya`s counsel

Whether calling a Chief minister "cor-

rupt" amounted to criminal defamation

or not was the crux of a debate between

Tamil Nadu Chief minister Jayalalithaa's

lawyers and the Supreme Court on 16

August.

"You can't call a Chief minister 'cor-

rupt' and then say there is no

defamation," senior advocate l.

Nageswar Rao told a Bench of Justices

Deepak misra and Prafulla C. Pant.

Justice misra reacted saying that "then

there cannot be any criticism in this

country. Saying corrupt is all right".  But

the state government counsel

persisted that comments in the nature of

a personal attack of the Chief minister

amounted to defamation.

The exchange came on a petition

filed by DmDK founder and leader of

the Opposition in the Assembly

Vijayakanth against criminal defamation

cases filed against him in various courts

in Tamil Nadu.

"Why should this court give an

exception to people who have come here

to this court? Why show this exception to

people who speak about somebody's

personal life? The comments in question

ranged from accusation of sand mining

to making Rs.100 crore of illegal

benefits. it is all right to criticise the

government, but these comments are

personal," Nageswar Rao submitted.

incidentally, the Centre, represented

by Additional Solicitor General P.S.

Narasimha, also agreed with

Jayalalithaa's side that the cases "should

go to trial". The court then reserved the

petition for final orders. 

T
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time to review 

Sedition: 
a colonial 

legacy

cover sTory

An Alarming number of sedition cases filed in recent times raises the ques-
tion whether the colonial legacy of 124A is still relevant in our democracy.
It is time for the Supreme Court to have a relook at its own past judgments.

By K Amarnath 

n Alarming number of sedition

cases filed in recent times raises

the question whether the colo-

nial legacy of 124A is still relevant in our

democracy. 2016, about 18 sedition

cases were filed in different states. it

kick started a debate whether the

Sedition section in iPC inherited from

the British Colonial regime are necessary

in a democratic country. it may not be a

coincidence that almost all cases of sedi-

tion were filed by the Sangh Parivar out-

fits or their sympathisers. They are

meant to gag the voices that support the

causes opposed to them ideologically. 

The accused in these sedition cases

or FiRs alleging sedition included the

indian Chapter of Amnesty internal, sen-

ior journalist Seema mustafa, political

heavy-weights Congress Vice-president

Rahul Gandhi, Delhi Chief minister

Arvind Kejriwal, CPm General

Secretary Sitaram Yechury, CPi senior

leader D Raja, JNU students leader

Kanhaiya Kumar and others.

Rahul Gandhi was booked for sup-

porting the cause of JNU students while

Arvind Kejriwal was accused of using

derogatory language against the Prime

minister Narendra modi. The Gujarat

police booked the Patidar Anamat

Adolan leader Hardik Patel for sedition

for ‘using derogatory language against

Prime minister Narendra modi and BJP

President Amit Shah. The ABVP filed a

FiR in Bangalore last month accusing

the Amnesty internal of sedition as a sec-

tion of the audience at a meeting organ-

ized by it on Kashmir, raised slogans in

favour of Kashmir Azadi.  

in  2012, the maharashtra govern-

ment, at that time headed by a Congress

Chief minister filed a case of Sedition

against Aseem Trivedi for drawing a car-

toon on corruption as a part of anti-cor-

ruption movement. The Bombay High

Court later quashed the case. last  year

the Pondicherry government filed a sedi-

tion case against a Tamil weekly for pub-

lishing a story on its Health Department

allegedly containing inaccuracies. This

case is pending before Press Council of

india. 

Colonial legacy 

The colonial British Government insert-

ed Section 124A in 1870 in indian Penal

Code promulgated ten years earlier. it

ABVP activists staging a noisy demonstration in Bangalore against the Amnesty
International. 

A
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was meant to suppress freedom move-

ment, making any criticism against the

British Government was treated as sedi-

tious. Under the section, hundreds of

thousands of freedom fighters including

Bala Gangadhar Tilak and mahatma

Gandhi were tried and convicted. After

independence, the clause was continued

in the indian Penal Code without any

modification, even though, the first

Prime minister of the country Jawaharlal

Nehru declared in Parliament in 1951

that "Take again Section 124-A of the

indian Penal Code. Now so far as i am

concerned that particular section is high-

ly objectionable and obnoxious and it

should have no place both for practical

and historical reasons, if you like, in any

body of laws that we might pass. The

sooner we get rid of it the better."  

political hypocrisy

Then law minister Veerappa moily in

2011, promised to revisit the sedition

section in Penal Code after Justice C K

Prasad made sharp comments while

granting bail to Binayak Sen, in a sedi-

tion case. even after five years nothing

happened. When in power, the Congress,

at the receiving end now, did precious lit-

tle to set the situation right.  

Court rulings

in 1958, the Allahabad High Court in a

path breaking judgment in Ram Nandan

Vs State case struck down 124A dealing

with sedition as void with enforcement

of the  constitution. in 1962, the

Supreme Court in a judgment considered

to be a landmark, upheld the constitu-

tional validity of the section 124A thus

bringing the colonial vintage sedition

law on the statute book again. However

the judgment said that it would apply

only to such acts involving intention or

tendency to create disorder or distur-

bance of law and order or incitement to

violence. 

The apex court said, the deletion of

the word 'sedition' from the draft Article

13(2) of the constitution showed that

criticism of the government, exciting

disaffection or bad feelings towards it

should not be regarded as justification

for restricting the freedom of expression

and the press unless ‘it is such as to

undermine the security of or tend to

overthrow the state.’ Thus the apex court

brought the Section 124A under the

scope of Article 19 (2), to place reason-

able restrictions on the freedom of

expression in interest of 'public order'.

earlier in 1960, in Rammanohar lohia

case, the Supreme Court ruled that ‘the

state must prove that the connection

between what is said and the public dis-

order that the state claims will result

because of the speech, must be proxi-

mate, and not remote, hypothetical and

farfetched.’ But in recent years, the sedi-

tion cases were filed without applying

the strict conditions laid down by the

Supreme Court. most of the cases were

politically motivated 

the first amendment

The Jawaharlal Nehru government

moved the first amendment to the consti-

tution in the Provisional Parliament

1951, to allow the legislatures to place

'reasonable restrictions' on the freedom

of expression to nullify a court ruling.

ironically, the restrictions were thought

necessary because of Supreme Court rul-

ing setting aside the ban of a leftist mag-

azine Cross Roads and the RSS mouth

piece Organiser. While the madras

Government banned the circulation of

Cross Roads in madras State, the Delhi

Chief Commissioner sought pre-censor-

ship of the content of Organiser. The

Supreme Court held that action against

Cross Roads and Organiser went against

the fundamental right of freedom of

expression.  This amendment again led

the Supreme Court to validate the

sedition law since the constitution gave

the legislature the power to place

reasonable restrictions on freedom of

expression.  

time for Apex Court to act 

A Constitutional expert and former

Secretary-General of lok Sabha, P D T

Achary in a recent article opined

"Sedition defined under Section 124A of

the iPC is a colonial law meant to sup-

press the voice of indian people.”

Despite the strict construction adopted

by the Supreme Court, the law enforce-

ment agencies have always used it

against artists, public men, intellectuals

for criticising the governments."  He fur-

ther said "the Supreme Court, being the

protector of the fundamental rights of the

citizens may step in now and declare

Section 124A unconstitutional. india of

the 21st century does not require a law

used by the colonial government to

suppress india's voice." 

it is time for all those who believe in

freedom of expression and democratic

governance to come together to launch a

powerful campaign cutting across politi-

cal and ideological divide, to demand the

repeal of section 124A from the iPC, a

colonial legacy under which Tilak and

Gandhi were tried. Our democracy can

certainly with stand 'dissent, disapproba-

tion and disaffection' and it does not

need to censor its citizens. 



Conflict between Media & Govt.
The confrontation between the media and government was because of
the contradiction between their principles and values.

reAlity AnD perCeption 

PCI Chairman Justice Prasad lighting the traditional lamp to inaugarate the seminar at jabalpur.

P
ress Council of india (PCi)

Chairmnan Justice Chandramouli

Kumar Prasad opined that conflict

between those in power and the media

was inevitable in a democracy.

Addressing a seminar on 'media under

Pressure: Reality or Perception' at

Jabalpur, madhya Pradesh organized in

connection with 30th Anniversary of

Jabalpur edition of Dainik Bhaskar on 9

August, he said "i believe media and

authority - Satta - cannot work together

except possibly in Ram Raj. The con-

frontation between the media and power

was because of the contradiction

between their principles and values."   

He expressed concern over commer-

cialization of media in the country and

asserted that the main motto of the media

should be service to the society.

Referring to the age old question, free-

dom of expression to whom, he said it

belonged to the people and exercised by

journalists on their behalf. "if there was a

contradiction between the rights of jour-

nalists and the society, i believe, the

society and the nation are supreme,"

Justice Prasad said. 

Vishwanath Sachdev, former editor

with Nava Bharat Times of Times of

india group and presently editor

Navaneet, a monthly magazine, was of

the view that there should always be fair

competition and confrontation between

media and government. "But neither of

them should try to crush or finish the

other and the media has to perform duty

as watch dog. Those who work for the

people are the real journalists," he said.   

Deputy Speaker of Goa Assembly,

Vishnu Surya Wagh, observed that jour-

nalists were disciples of words and not

the brokers or dealers of words. Wagh,

who is the Chairman of Kala Academy

of Goa and is a well known Konkani and

marathi writer, said the media should

support all the right thinking people. He

recalled that when maharashtra govern-

ment refused censor certificate to his

play, he protested in a novel way. "i read

out the whole play in public," he said. He

was surprised that some states including

maharashtra pre-censor art like plays. 

Prakash Dubey, group editor Dainik

Bhaskar initiating the debate said the

government was not the only power that

put pressure on media. Citing the advo-

cates attack on media persons at Patiala

House courts in Delhi,  he said, various

groups in the name of religion or even

the hooligans targeted the media and

journalists. 

Four eminent persons related to

media from the circulation area of

Dainik Bhaskar Jabalpur edition were

felicitated on the occasion. They are

leeladhar mandloi, Director, Bhartiya

Gyanpeeth, Vijay Dutt Shridhar, founder

of  madhav Rao Sapre Patrakarita

Sangrahalaya in Bhopal,  Rajesh Badal,

executive Director, Rajya Sabha TV and

Brajesh Rajput, Head of  ABP TV in mP.

Gokul Sharma who is associated with the

group for more than three decades  was

also felicitated. 
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l
ast few days have been Olympic

days for sport enthusiasts all over

the world. Same here in india,

people got totally into sports and

watched various events live on sports

channels, if not, at least recorded cover-

age. But due to time difference between

india and Brazil many people could not

watch events on sports channels and

depended on news channels to get infor-

mation about events at the Olympics.

Almost all news channels were

giving considerable coverage to the

Olympics with special emphasis on india

related events. This became a frenzy by

the time PV Sindhu was playing for the

Gold and almost all channels were

describing the match minute by minute, i

don't blame them for not being able to

telecast it live as it violates the official

broadcasting channel's privileges. many

channels were showing clippings from

various old events whenever they

mention a particular sportsperson and

they don't even

have the cour-

tesy to inform

viewers that

they are doing

so. But i don't understand why they can-

not have a tie up for clippings to be

shown on news bulletins. it may involve

financial burden on the news channels,

but is it not a violation on people's right

to know about the events?  Didn't Apex

court gave a direction that feed of the

cricket matches have to be shared with

Doordarshan? Why same kind of princi-

ples can't be applied to other major

sporting events and news channels.

There can be comprehensive agree-

ment between news channels and sports

channels wherein the type of visuals and

time of telecast can be arrived at. This

can be at the behest of the ministry of

information and Broadcasting as it is in

the public interest.

But can our overzealous channels do

justice to such a kind of arrangement?  i

heard a news anchor saying that "this

boxer has also cheated india out of a

medal," i wish they realize the amount of

hard work and many sacrifices it takes to

make it to Olympics as a participant and

not just as a journalist or an

administrator. instead report about the

sport and various nuances involved in it

or major landmarks. They should strive

to motivate the next generation to take

up sports in a big way and ensure that a

nation of billion people need not be so

desperate for a single gold medal. i

would prefer to watch an educative

sports program on news channels to any

movie based gossip story. Now that

Olympics are over and the blame game

over our dismal show will begin. let our

media concentrate on sports in a differ-

ent way to kindle imagination of a youth-

ful nation.

Great sports 
coverage

A Common point 

By 

Gopireddy
Madhusudan

Reddy

A Media Observer

Badminton Silver Medalist PV Sindhu

two get life 
for journalist 
murder 

A
Sessions court in

Rajahmundry, Andhra Pradesh

on 22 August, convicted seven

persons in the sensational case of mur-

der of journalist and lawyer V Rama

Kalyan. He was legal correspondent of

Andhra Jyothi daily. The 9th

Additional Sessions Judge

Purushottam Kumar awarded life term

for two and seven years jail term for

another five accused.   

Kalyan, who was also a lawyer,

was kidnapped by Shiva Kumar, a res-

ident of medak district, now in

Telangana and his friends in February

2010 from busy junction in

Rajahmundry city and taken to forest

area in maredumilli agency area. He

was killed and thrown into a Tiger

Sanctuary. 

According to the prosecution,

Shiva Kumar bore a grudge against

Kalyan as he took up the divorce case

filed by his wife, a resident of

Rajahmundry. The police investigation

revealed that Shiva Kumar warned

Kalyan several times not to take up the

divorce case. As he did not heed his

warning, Shiva Kumar along with his

friends and some hired men, in a dar-

ing operation kidnapped Kalyan in

broad daylight from a busy intersec-

tion and killed him. They threw his

body in the Tiger Sanctuary hoping

that it would not be traced  as the tigers

would make it their meal.   
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The journalists in Telangana demanded the fulfilment of promises made
to journalists in the election manifesto of the ruling TRS party 

housands of journalists staged

dharnas and demonstrations in

front of the collectorates in ten

districts of Telangana following the call

of Telangana State Union of Working

Journalists (TUWJ) on 22 August

demanding immediate solution to the

mounting problems faced by the working

journalists in the state.    

They submitted memoranda to dis-

trict collectors enumerating their

demands which included, accreditations

to all eligible journalists including those

working in the news desk, health cards to

all journalists with facilities to get cash-

less treatment at corporate hospitals,

remove restrictions on small newspapers

and immediate allotment of double bed-

room houses as promised by the Chief

minister. 

iJU Secretary-General Amar

Devulapalli, senior leader K Sreenivas

Reddy, Secretary Y Narender Reddy,

National executive members, m A majid

and K Satyanarayana besides   TUWJ

General Secretary K Virahath Ali and

others participated in Dharna at

Hyderabad Collectorate.  

Addressing the gathering, K

Sreenivas Reddy criticised the State gov-

ernment for not implementing the prom-

ises made to the journalists in the last

two years. He said more than 350 jour-

nalists died due to lack of medical care

as the medical cards issued to the work-

ing journalists on par with the govern-

ment employees, were not honoured

even in State Government run NimS,

leave alone the corporate hospitals.  He

demanded that the government should

take concrete steps to give house sites or

built up houses to all working journalists

in the state. 

Amar Devulapalli said the TRS party

which promised journalists many things

in its election manifesto, forgot all of

them after coming to power. TUWJ

General Secretary Virahath Ali said that

the journalists also fought for separate

Telangana but their problems still per-

sisted even two and half years after the

creation of the new state. 

leaders of Congress, Telugu Desam,

Telangana JAC and others participated in

the dharnas at various district headquar-

ters and extended their solidarity. 

on the roADs 

IJU Secretary-General addressing the journalists staging Dharna in front of the 
Rangareddy district Collectorate in Hyderabad. 

TUWJ General Secretary, Virahath Ali
addressing Dharna at Hyderabad

Collectorate.   

tUWJ stages Dharnas in telangana

T
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internAtionAl briefs

T
wo Pakistani video journalists, Shahzad

Ahmed Khan, 30, a cameraman with

Aaj News and mahmood Khan, 26,

cameraman working with Dawn News were

killed in a suicide bomb attack on a civil hos-

pital in Quetta, capital of Baluchistan in

Pakistan on 8 August. A Pakistan based Taliban

faction and iSiS claimed responsibility seper-

ately for the attack. About 70 persons including

several lawyers and journalists were killed in

the attack. 

The journalists went to the hospital to

cover the news about the death of the President

of the Quetta Bar Association Bilal Anwar

Kasi, who was killed earlier in the day in a

separate shoot out incident. His body was

brought to the hospital. While the Shahzad

Khan was killed instantly, mahmood Khan

succumbed to his injuries later. 

The Pakistani Federal Union of Journalists

(PFUJ), international Federation of Journalists

(iFJ) and Committee for Protection of

Journalists (CPJ) condemned the incident and

expressed serious concern over safety of jour-

nalists in Pakistan. 

The PFUJ said: "This incident has once

again revealed that journalists were not safe in

the country and despite repeated appeals to the

government, no steps were taken to improve

the security for the working journalists."

in a statement issued in Brussels, the iFJ

President Philippe leruth said: "i am extreme-

ly saddened by the loss of two cameramen in a

bomb blast in Pakistan. it's sad to lose these

journalists who were on assignment to inform

the public. The iFJ is seriously concerned

about the safety situation of the journalists in

Pakistan and urge the Pakistani government to

improve the security situation to ensure no

more casualties, and carry out all necessary

measures to punish those responsible for the

blast."

in a statement issued in New York, the CPJ

said "This deadly attack underlines the extreme

dangers the journalists face working in

Pakistan and testify to the bravery and

dedication of Pakistan's press corp." The CPJ

said at least 60 journalists killed in Pakistan

since 1992, making it one of the most danger-

ous countries in the world for journalists.

two Pak journalists killed 

Mahmood Khan 

Shahzad Ahmed Khan

T
he Nigerian military threatened an independent journal-

ist Ahmad Salkida that it would charge him under

terrorism laws if he did not provide it with information

gained in the course of his reporting on the militant group

Boko Haram.

Salkida has been covering Boko Haram since mid-2006.

Police detained him in 2009 over his reports on the activities

of the militant group in the independent Daily Trust

newspaper. He has lived in the United Arab emirates since

August 2013. 

Salkadia said he would come back to Nigeria and report to

the military, asserting that he would not compromise on his

journalistic ethics. He said there was danger to his life. 

The Committee for Protection of Journalists (CPJ) in a

statement said that Journalists had to rely on the trust of dan-

gerous people sometimes. "Coercing them to become inform-

ants risks putting all journalists under suspicion and in danger.

The Nigeria's military should not threaten Ahmad Salkida and

instead ensure that he is free to work," it added.  

nigerian military threatens
Journalist to reveal source

a Media technician,  
Journalist killed in Iraq

A
media technician and

a journalist   were

killed in two separate

incidents in iraq in August. Al-

Ahad TV technician, Ali Ghani

was killed in an attack by

mortar fire while reporting in

Jaziret al-Khalideya, in iraq's

Anbar province on 20 August.

Ghani was hit by mortar fire

shrapnel and died instantly.

Correspondent of the channel,

Hussein al-Fares was wounded

in the same attack. 

in a separate incident, Kurdistan TV cameraman

mustafa Said was killed on August 14 while covering

clashes between Kurdish militias and fighters from the

islamic State group near mosul, according to news

reports.  

Ali Ghani 
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sAfety of JoUrnAlists 

Impunity & lack of solidarity:

Indian journalists
vulnerable to attacks        

orruption scandals make for attention-grabbing head-

lines, but when journalists who expose wrongdoing are

killed, their murder is often the end of the story. For

eight years india has been a fixture on the Committee to Protect

Journalists' annual impunity index, which spotlights countries

where journalists are slain and their killers go free. Perpetrators

are seldom arrested and Committee for Protection of

Journalists (CPJ)  has not recorded a

single conviction upheld in any of

the cases of journalists murdered in

india in direct relation to their work.

Of the 27 journalist murders doc-

umented in the country by CPJ since

1992, corruption and politics were

the two deadliest beats. With its poor

impunity record and an escalation in

journalists being harassed or

attacked, particularly in states such

as Uttar Pradesh and Chhattisgarh,

CPJ took an investigative trip to

india in march 2016 to speak with

members of the press, lawyers, and the relatives of three dead

journalists, to try to understand the challenges in attaining jus-

tice and the risks faced by reporters on the front lines of expos-

ing wrongdoing.

The challenges faced by india's press are highlighted by the

cases of Jagendra Singh, Umesh Rajput, and Akshay Singh,

whose deaths are examined in this report. Corruption was the

impetus for all three journalists' final reports and in all three

cases, there have been no convictions. Freelancer Jagendra

Singh, who died from his injuries after allegedly being set on

fire by the police in June 2015, was reporting on allegations

that a local minister was involved in land grabs and a rape. 

Before he was shot dead in January 2011, Umesh Rajput

was reporting on allegations of medical

negligence and claims that the son of a

politician was involved in an illegal

gambling business. investigative

reporter Akshay Singh was working on

a story linked to the one billion dollar

Vyapam admissions racket when he

died unexpectedly in July 2015.

As well as a marked difference in

the risks faced by small-town journalists

compared with those from larger cities

and outlets, CPJ found a pattern of

resistance by authorities to carry out

independent investigations and a legal

process hindered by extensive delays. lawyers and families of

journalists with whom CPJ spoke said that often police failed

to carry out adequate investigations or to identify and appre-

hend attackers. in an exception to how journalist killings are

usually dealt with in india, two of the three cases examined in

the report are being handled by india's national-level agency,

sumit Galhotra

For eight years India
has been a fixture on the
Committee to Protect
Journalists' annual
Impunity Index, which
spotlights countries
where journalists are
slain and their killers 
go free. The perpetrators 
are seldom arrested.  
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the Central Bureau of investigation.

media organizations have called for all

journalist killings to be handled by the

bureau.

Corruption, a dangerous disease

Journalists and whistleblowers, includ-

ing activists who use the Right to

information law, have played an indis-

pensable role in exposing corruption in

india. in the past few years, the country

has been hit by a series of scandals,

including allegations of the misuse of

funds when india hosted the 2010

Commonwealth Games, and the 2011

telecommunications bribery case known

as the 2G Scam, which made Time mag-

azine's "Top 10 Abuses of Power" list,

second only to Watergate in the U.S.

Corruption by police and other govern-

ment institutions makes daily headlines.

Despite vowing to take action on

corruption, authorities have done little to

protect the journalists who are on the

front lines in trying to expose wrongdo-

ing, media experts said. No government

in india has been an ardent champion of

press freedom. The silence by all who

have been at the helm of power over the

years, be it the Congress Party, Bharatiya

Janata Party, or the regional parties that

head state, has only fostered a culture of

impunity.

obstacles to securing justice

The sheer size of india, with a population

of 1.2 billion spread over 29 states and

seven union territories, coupled with a

decentralized system of government

adds to the challenge of securing justice.

The states exercise jurisdiction over law

and order, complicating efforts to

ensure a nationwide response to anti-

press violence. 

Families seeking justice face a long

and complicated process that starts with

a First information Report, which is the

initial step in getting police to register a

complaint and take action. As CPJ

research shows, the process rarely reach-

es the prosecution stage. 

CPJ is aware of only one murder in

the past 10 years in which a suspect was

convicted. However, the suspect was

released on appeal. even if a court hears

the case, there will be delays.

Government data show that more than 31

million cases were pending in india's

court system at the end of 2013, accord-

ing to the latest figures available to CPJ.

in a 2015 report on the safety of jour-

nalists, the Press Council of india, a

body set up by Parliament in 1966 to act

as watchdog for press freedom and jour-

nalism ethics, found that "even though

[the] country has robust democratic insti-

tutions and vibrant and independent judi-

ciary, the killers of journalists are getting

away with impunity. The situation is

truly alarming and would impact on the

functioning of the democratic institu-

tions in the country."

The council, which is chaired by a

retired judge and made up of 28 mem-

bers including working journalists,

members of parliament, and experts in

law, academia, and culture, has advocat-

ed that parliament enact a nationwide

journalist safety law. it also wants to see

the CBi, or another national-level

agency, investigate cases of journalists

murdered and to complete its investiga-

tion within three months.

rural and city journalists divide

CPJ found that those reporting in remote

and rural areas in india are at greater risk

of threats and violence. Often those

working in such areas are responsible for

finding advertisements, handling distri-

bution as well as reporting, local journal-

ists and media experts told CPJ.

Furthermore, pay is low and financial

security is lacking.

CPJ research into attacks and harass-

ment in india shows that cases of vio-

lence against journalists from larger

towns and cities, and those who work for

major news outlets, tend to attract greater

attention than their small-town counter-

parts.   Sevanti Ninan, a media commen-

tator said,  "in india there is this fussing

about who is a journalist. But we can

agree these are news gatherers. There is

newsgathering, and that is a function that

gets them into trouble."

Online trolls, commentators, and

politicians are also quick to vilify the

press, according to media experts. CPJ

found terms like "presstitutes" and "sick-

ular media" across social media. Right-

wing Facebook groups such as

Presstitutes and indiaAgainstPresst-

itutes, both of which have tens of thou-

sands of followers, are openly critical of

journalists and opposition politicians.  

A fragmented press

Several journalists with whom CPJ

spoke echoed the view that there is little

outrage among the media fraternity and

society at large when a journalist is

attacked or killed in india. One exception

Journalists demonstrating in Delhi (File photo) 
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was in February 2016 when prominent

journalists in New Delhi marched in

unity to protest an attack in which a

crowd of lawyers beat and threatened

members of the press who had gathered

to cover a high-profile hearing at the

city's Patiala House court complex. in

contrast, the same week CPJ documented

how Karun misra, a journalist from a

small town a 12-hour drive from the cap-

ital, was shot dead in apparent retaliation

for his work. His killing neither attracted

the same level of attention nor high-pro-

file calls for action.

CPJ has found that while it is impor-

tant for governments to ensure journalists

can safely carry out their work, media

organizations play an essential role too,

especially in protecting freelancers and

local journalists and stringers.

role model for the world

As the world's largest democracy, it is

important that india acts as a role model

in safeguarding its media and promoting

press freedom on the international stage.

As a founding member of the

Community of Democracies, an inter-

governmental organization that aims to

further democratic norms, india has com-

mitted to upholding freedom of expres-

sion, press freedom, and transparency as

core principles. Freedom of expression is

also guaranteed under Article 19 of its

own constitution. 

if it upheld its commitment to the

democratic principles and established a

national-level journalist safety and pro-

tection mechanism, india would begin

making progress in combatting impunity.

By providing adequate resources and

political support to ensure swift and thor-

ough investigations, india's government

would send a powerful message of sup-

port to the nation's press. The country's

journalists, media organizations, and

press unions also have a role to play in

speaking out in a strong, unified voice

against attacks on their colleagues. 

(The author is the research associate

for CPJ's Asia program.  This is an

abridged version of his report on Safety

of Journalists in India released by the

CPJ.)

meDiA sCene in telUGU stAtes

Journalists in 
the grip of fear 
By Vasireddy Srinivas 

A
fter the division of Telugu

speaking state into Andhra

Pradesh and Telangana, the

working journalists in the two states,

seem to have forgotten to reflect the

reality obtaining at the ground level,

in their reports. They are in the grip

of a fear, never known before. This is

the real media scene in the two states.

At a media conference recently, a

reporter asked the Andhra Pradesh

Chief minister N Chandrababu

Naidu, why Singapore companies

were given the responsibility to build

green field state Capital, Amaravati,

instead of indian companies with

competence and expertise. He coun-

tered him saying, “Will you build it?

i will give you. indian companies

build slums.” 

The reporter, who gathers a lot of

information, puts questions to the

powers that be to elicit information

and clarify the doubts lingering in the

minds of the common people, he is

stalked and derided to silence him. if

a reporter has the capacity and

wherewithal to build a capital, why

should he sit in a press conference

and put questions? instead, he would

have gone to a Singapore company

with the help of a consultant and

negotiate a deal with Chandrababu

Naidu through them.  Andhra

Pradesh Chief minister is becoming

impatient and losing his ability to

face questions. 

The so called independent news-

papers and news channels are refus-

ing to see the scams and irregularities

being perpetuated by the rulers, while

another set of media with political

alignment, are rubbished by govern-

ment and ruling party spokespersons,

attributing political motives even if

there is truth in the reports pub-

lished/broadcast by them.  One set

has opportunist agenda, the other has

political agenda!  even though, a

reporter gathers courage to report

what is really happening, there is no

guarantee that the story sees the light

of the day. 

The threat of  Chief minister K

Chandrasekhar Rao in the early days

of coming to power to ‘bury’ the TV

channels and enforced black out of a

couple of channels, settled the matter

in Telangana. even if somebody

comes with a story with solid evi-

dence, its appearance either in print

or on the small screen is not guaran-

teed. There is a buzz in the journal-

ists’ circle that Telangana govern-

ment is running on press notes! 

The ages old practice of the min-

isters speaking to the media on record

or off record is no more in the vogue.

When press notes issued by the gov-

ernment are making to the lead sto-

ries, why should they bother to face a

barrage of questions and cross ques-

tions from the reporters?  Whatever

the government or its spokespersons

say is becoming news. No cross

checking, no doubts raised. The prin-

cipal reason behind the sad state of

affairs is the unwillingness of the me-

dia managements to face the reality.   

A wag joked; the media is active

and vibrant only when Congress

party is in power. is it not strange that

when any other party comes to

power, the media managements never

allow the journalists to report freely?   

(The author is senior journalist

based at Hyderabad.) 
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T
he inquiry Committee of the Press

Council of india (PCi) on 8

September rapped the Andhra

Pradesh police for filing cases against

the reporters of the Sakshi media Group

and seeking  disclosure of source of their

news stories in Guntur district.  it direct-

ed them not to take any 'precipitate'

action against them until further direc-

tions in the case.  

The inquiry Committee headed by

Justice C K Prasad, Chairman of the

Council, heard the complaint raised by

the Secretary-General of indian

Journalists Union (iJU) Amar

Devulapalli in New Delhi on 8

September. The hearing was adjourned

as the Andhra Pradesh Police in a com-

munication to the Council asked for

adjournment as they were busy with

ongoing Assembly session in

Hyderabad.    

On 22 march and again on 5

September this year, the mangalagiri

Police directed Sakshi Reporters and

News-Desk in-charge to appear before

them to disclose the source of their sto-

ries on the developments in Amaravati

Capital region. The police said some

farmers of the region filed complaints

against the Sakshi media and reporters

that the rates of their land 'decreased´

causing financial loss and mental agony

to them due to these reports.

Amar Devulapalli who appeared in

person before the Committee alleged that

the summons were issued to the journal-

ists of Sakshi to intimidate them and sti-

fle their voice, which amounted to attack

on the freedom of the media. He sought

suitable directions from the Council to

protect the right of the people to know

and the freedom of expression. 

in a complaint in march, the indian

Journalists Union (iJU) alleged that the

police registered complaints against the

Reporters and edition-in-Charge of

Sakshi in Guntur edition to stifle criti-

cism against the government and sought

the intervention of the Council. it said

that the complaints from the farmers of

the area were staged managed by the

ruling party. 

As the police registered fresh cases

against the Sakshi reporters, the iJU

Vice-President Ambati Anjaneyulu and

Andhra Pradesh Union of Working

Journalists (APUWJ) President Nalli

Dharma Rao again complained to the

Press Council on 6 September and

sought its intervention. 

The complaint said "the mangalagiri

Police Station, in Guntur district of

Andhra Pradesh have issued summons to

the edition in-charge and three reporters

of Sakshi to appear before them and dis-

close source of the news stories pub-

lished in the Sakshi Newspaper regard-

ing land acquisition in upcoming capital

city Amaravati region. in the notice they

informed that some farmers have filed a

case alleging that the news stories have

affected the prices of their lands."  

Anjaneyulu and Dharma Rao sought

the intervention of the Council by taking

a suo-motu cognizance of the case and

requested expeditious hearing. 

The inspector General of Police,

South Coastal Zone, N Sanjay and

Guntur Rural District Superintendent of

Police K Narayan Naik in separate but

identical letters sought the adjournment

of the hearing of the case as they would

be busy with the legislative Assembly

and legislative Council sessions com-

mencing on 8 September in Hyderabad.

The inquiry Committee acceded to their

request and adjourned the case for the

next meeting of the inquiry Committee

to be held in December. 

poliCe power Diktat to Sakshi to disclose source:

PCI raps
aP Police

The IJU alleged that the
police registered the complaints

against the Reporters and
Edition-in-Charge of Sakshi to

stifle criticism against the govern-
ment and sought the intervention

of the Council. It said the
complaints were stage-managed

by the ruling party. 
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ePW 
turns 50
and it still 
matters
Over the past 
50 years, the Economic
and Political Weekly 
has provided a unique
platform for intellectual
engagement and the 
fertilisation of ideas. 

i
n early 1966 more than 50 of india's lead-

ing commentators, academics and senior

government officials appealed for contri-

butions of Rs.500 each to establish a trust that

would publish a new journal of economics and

politics. August 20 marked the 50th anniver-

sary of the publication of the first issue of

economic and Political Weekly (ePW).

ePW has become something of a global

phenomenon over the past half century. Week

after week it has presented informed commen-

tary on the important issues of the day as well

as research papers on a wide range of social

science disciplines. its authors have included

everyone from political activists to Nobel

laureates, from lecturers in colleges in small

towns to professors in the leading universities

in the world, from members of non-govern-

ment organisations to government officials.

Actually 67

ePW is actually now 67, and not 50. The

economic Weekly (eW), conceived and edited

by Sachin Chaudhuri (an economist from what

was then Dacca who had moved to Bombay),

had begun publication in 1949 in the western

metropolis. it quickly made a name for itself as

a much sought-after platform for publishing

opinion and research about india's develop-

ment policies and the politics around it. But

that weekly, financed by the Sekhsarias, a

group of cotton merchants, closed at the end of

1965 after differences between the editor and

the publishers. Within a few weeks some of

india's leading academics and thinkers made

the appeal to launch a new journal that would

be edited by Chaudhuri and build on the lega-

cy of the very influential eW.

The new weekly, with "Political" added to

its moniker in acknowledgement of its widen-

ing intellectual mandate, was published by the

new Sameeksha Trust. in this new, revitalised

avatar the weekly blossomed.

Within a decade ePW had grown in the

range of disciplines and themes it published.

ePW's pages hosted some of the most impor-

rammanohar

reddy 

Aniket Alam  

Until earlier this year,
the authors were
editor and  executive
editor of ePW,
respectively. 
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tant debates, about economic strategies,

change in village societies, foreign poli-

cy, political representation and ever

expanding fields such as secularism and

the  politics of the left. Then and later,

some of india's best gave their best work

to ePW and ePW, in turn, helped launch

many a career by publishing the first

works of young writers.

What explains this success of the

ePW, when world over independent

"little magazines" rarely, if ever, manage

to survive for a few years? One reason

surely is the thriving intellectual climate

in india of the first few decades after

independence when everyone put their

shoulder to "nation building". later, the

cross-disciplinary open-ended nature of

the journal helped it grow and prevent

being painted into a corner.

The editor has always been crucial in

making ePW what it is. Krishna Raj,

who took over as editor a few years after

Chaudhuri passed away (after a brief

interregnum when R K Hazari was edi-

tor), opened the pages of the weekly to

an even wider range of authors, gave it

its trademark left-wing flavour without

closing it to other viewpoints. He went

out of his way to encourage young schol-

ars, got activists to write academically

rigorous articles and got academics to

sustain a public-political purpose to their

work. By the 1970s, ePW became a jour-

nal which a large number of people iden-

tified with, looked forward to     reading

each week and hoped to contribute to.

Krishna Raj built up a team of ePW staff

who worked to produce a veritable book-

size publication every week, and of ever

widening circles of contributors and sub-

scribers who felt a sense of fraternal

bonding with the journal. Together, these

circles of committed authors, readers and

employees provided the support which

sustained the ePW even when conditions

were hard. 

Perhaps Krishna Raj's greatest con-

tribution lay in building up and nurturing

this world of the ePW where everyone

felt ownership of the journal. The legal

form in which it has been published may

be of a trust but it has really worked like

the best of the cooperatives, with every-

one a trustee.

ePW has never been shy of publish-

ing the new, unusual or offbeat argu-

ment. And, of course, its defining identi-

ty is its independent and critical stance

on issues. ePW has always looked for

new fields to cover. in the 1980s, ePW

added gender to its pages, and later

health, education, the environment and

much more were included in its portfo-

lio. (like much of academia, ePW

"rediscovered" caste in the 1970s.)

Another remarkable feature is that

ePW has been produced all these years

without any commercial backing,

depending entirely on its income from

circulation sales and whatever limited

advertising comes by. it has as a policy

never taken any grants from abroad. At

home, other than the occasional donation

to its corpus, it has received only three

generous one-time grants from institu-

tions/individuals, all in the first decade

of the 21st century. Difficult as it has

been, this way of functioning has helped

ePW maintain its independence.

The world of publishing, the world

of academia and the world of public

debates have all changed dramatically

over the last decade or so. ePW has rid-

den the waves of these changes and we

feel a sense of satisfaction that at our

time at the journal we managed to steer

its course where today the number of

article submissions and the circulation

have both doubled over the past dozen

years, the finances are better than they

ever were in its history even when staff

salaries are at their best and ePW is

ready to meet the demands of digitisation

and growing specialisation.

success brings forth new challenges.

ePW may be reaching the limits of its

ability to cater to the needs and demands

of india's intellectual life. The widening

range of commentary and research that

ePW receives every week has already

been testing the limits of editorial capa-

bilities and the space available for arti-

cles. How can the massive numbers of

new students, researchers and teachers

who have come into the social sciences

in india over the past few years be

socialised into the old world charms of

the ePW? How can the hundreds and

thousands of commentators who are

turned away from mainstream

publications find a place in ePW? Can

the digital world provide answers? How

will ePW's financial security be ensured

when everything comes for free on the

internet?

strengthening the epw community

There are no set answers to these chal-

lenges, yet the only way to meet them is

to strengthen the community which is the

ePW. in these testing times, with the

forums for debate under threat and intel-

lectual activity frowned upon by the rul-

ing elite, ePW is needed more than ever

before. Fifty years after ePW started

publication, today the country perhaps

needs fifty more such journals

publishing from all parts of the country,

from all viewpoints and in all forms.

ePW has survived and grown over

the last half century on the backs of suc-

cessive teams of dedicated staff and a

close-knit community. it's very success

has created conditions where future

growth and survival may well depend on

the growth and spread of an entire

ecosystem of independent publications

hosting varied research, debates and

readership. 

The editor has always been crucial in making EPW
what it is. Krishna Raj, who took over as editor a few

years after Chaudhuri passed away, opened its pages to
wider range of authors, giving its trademark left-wing
flavour without closing it to other viewpoints. He went

out of his way to encourage young scholars, got activists
to write academically rigorous articles. 
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taking 
free speech
seriously

ne July evening in 1954, as Rammanohar lohia sat down to

eat in Farrukhabad, there was a knock on his door. The state

police were outside to arrest him. earlier that day, the social-

ist leader had made two fiery speeches sharply criticising Govind

Ballabh Pant's administration for increasing irrigation rates in Uttar

Pradesh. He urged farmers to refuse to pay the higher rates. An econ-

omist by training, civil disobedience was not new to lohia. He had

been jailed several times for it during the national movement.

lohia's campaign, the "Nehar Rate" agitation, rapidly spread

across the state. Among its foot        sol-

diers was a teenager called mulayam

Singh Yadav. lohia was charged under

a state law, which made it an offence to

instigate others to avoid paying taxes.

The law had been enacted in 1932 to

curb civil disobedience-type agitations

during the national movement. like

other repressive colonial statutes, it

remained even after independence.

lohia argued that his detention under

the statute violated his freedom of

speech under the Constitution.

Accepting lohia's argument, the

Allahabad High Court ordered his

release. The state government       com-

plied, but promptly appealed to the

Supreme Court. When the case was

finally heard and decided in 1960,

Justice Subba Rao ruled that the law

was an impermissible restriction on free speech. it bore no proximate

relation with its objective of maintaining public order.   

lohia's case redefined our constitutional understanding of free

speech. it is one of many decisions that Gautam Bhatia examines in

his enviably erudite book, Offend, Shock, or Disturb: Free Speech

under the indian Constitution. The book's short title is taken from a

judgment of the european Court of Human Rights. That judgment

cautions that free expression extends to ideas that offend, shock, or

disturb just as it protects those that are pleasant or favourably

received.  

testinG time
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The author Gautam Bhatia  
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vikram raghavan
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The roots of free
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can be traced to
Raja Rammohan
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indian roots of free speech

Offend, Shock, or Disturb covers a wide

panorama. it opens with an overview of

major legal and philosophical theories

about free speech. it then surveys the

constitutional framework under Articles

19(1)(a) and 19(2) and their political and

legislative history. it closely and critical-

ly examines how indian

courts have scrutinised

free-speech restrictions

on various grounds:

public order, sedition,

morality, hate speech,

film censorship,

defamation and

contempt of court. The

book also tackles

frontier topics like    net

neutrality and copyright.

Towards the end is a

thoughtful chapter on the       relationship

between speech and economic power. it

concludes with some general reflections

and a just-in-time postscript about the

Supreme Court's judgment striking down

Section 66A of the information

Technology Act.

As Bhatia explains, the normative

roots of free speech in india can be

traced to Raja Rammohan Roy, who peti-

tioned the Supreme Court at Fort

William against restrictions on the

"native" press. The 1895 Constitution of

india Bill proposed giving every citizen

the freedom to express oneself "through

words or writing." As the national

movement gathered steam, prosecutions

for sedition rose. in response, across the

country, free speech became a rallying

cry for agitators. At one point, Gandhi

suggested that free speech and asso-

ciation were among his core politi-

cal demands.

Through the 1920s and 1930s,

the cause of free speech was cham-

pioned through political pamphlets,

legal monographs, and Congress

party resolutions. Consequently,

when the Constituent

Assembly opened in

1946, it was a foregone

conclusion that free

speech would be made a

fundamental right. What

no one expected, however, were deep

divisions over what restrictions could be

imposed on that right.

The matter was first discussed at the

assembly's Fundamental Rights

Sub-Committee. Alladi Krishnaswamy

Ayyar warned that unfettered free speech

could endanger the new republic's very

foundations. Restrictions were

necessary, he argued, to

preserve public order, safety,

and security. The debate

continued into the assembly's

plenary. On the floor, many

members opposed the long list

of proposed restrictions. But

resistance gradually waned as

partition's bloodbath

unfolded. Ultimately, mem-

bers voted for the restrictive

grounds in Article 19(2)

reflecting the "needs of the time".

After the first Republic Day, the

assembly became india's provisional

Parliament. in that avatar, the house

returned to its free-speech debates in

1951 when it considered the First

Amendment to the Constitution. That

amendment further strengthened the

government's ability to restrict free

speech. But its wording gave courts the

ability to review whether the restrictions

imposed were, in fact, reasonable.

Unlike its American counterpart,

which waited more than hundred years

for its first free-speech case, the indian

Supreme Court handled such matters

right off the bat. The Court's early deci-

sions revealed significant  differences

among the justices over the

meaning of Article

19(1)(a). These     dif-

ferences led to sharply

diverging outcomes

that Bhatia         dili-

gently describes in

his book. He points

out how, in case

after case, judges

either misread

or simply

ignored rele-

vant precedent. Their     judgments

included astonishingly contradictory or

unsatisfactory reasoning.

Yet, the judiciary's free-speech

record has not been entirely dismal.

Bhatia highlights several progressive

judgments including Rangarajan vs

Jagjivan Ram (1989). Rangarajan arose

from Tamil Nadu's ban on Ore Oru

Gramathile, a film that mocked the

state's reservation policy. Defending the

ban, the state government argued that

screening the movie would cause law-

and-order problems. The Court

decisively rejected this argument. it held

that the state could not restrict speech

unless there was a direct and proximate

danger. A restriction could only be

justified to prevent incendiary       expres-

sion whose impact is like a "spark in a

powder keg."

obscenity as subordination

in the free-speech context, Bhatia pro-

poses that the content of constitutional

morality can be derived from the

Constitution's basic features: democracy,

the rule of law, secularism, and key fun-

damental rights. Using this analysis,  he

argues, somewhat disconnectedly, that

equality is incontrovertibly a part of

constitutional morality. This leads Bhatia

to the Constitution's textual provisions

on equality, which, he posits, taken

together, reflect an "anti-subordination"

principle.

Returning to where we began, Ram

manohar lohia was unchastened after

his release from prison. He would be

detained again, but he remained an agita-

tor against government policies for the

rest of his life. At a memorial lecture for

lohia last year, Vice President Hamid

Ansari hailed the socialist leader for

squarely personifying the importance of

political dissent to indian democracy.

Through his splendid book, Bhatia sub-

stantially broadens and deepens that

ideal by marshalling an unapologetically

liberal case for free speech through a fas-

cinating ensemble of constitutional and

philosophical arguments for why it

matters.

(This is an edited version of the

review.) 

Justice Koka Subbarao

Rammanohar
Lohia
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CArtoonsCope Shankar 
started 

cartooning 
as a hobby. 

His drawings
on political

personalities
and the 

national events
attracted the

attention of the
newspapers and

of the public. 

shankar

(July 31, 1902 - 
Dec. 26, 1989)

Shankar: the
Cartoon Wizard

K
eshav Shankar Pillai, popularly

known as Shankar, was india's most

celebrated cartoonist before and

after india's independence. Shankar was

born on July 31, 1902, in Kayamkulam, in

Kerala. After graduating from the

maharajah's College of Science,

Trivandrum, in 1927, he went to Bombay to

join the law College but soon quit studies in

1932 and started working. 

even as a student in Bombay, Shankar

took to cartooning as a hobby, and his draw-

ings on political personalities and the nation-

al events attracted the attention of the news-

papers and of the public. 

His cartoons started appearing exten-

sively in the Bombay Chronicle. He had to

face some really gruelling time due to his

anti-British slant but he never allowed his art

to be corrupted even under the toughest cir-

cumstances. A friend of the cartoonist recol-

lected that a police raid in the locality had

The cartoon depicted Nehru sitting in a plane while Congress President UN Dhebar was pulling it with 
a pair of bullocks, Congress election symbol then. 
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once frightened his wife who burnt many

of Shankar's originals.

His stay in Bombay was very short.

Pothan Joseph brought him to Delhi and

appointed him on the staff of the

Hindustan Times when the former was

its editor. Joseph gave Shankar complete

freedom to draw whatever he liked dur-

ing his assignment with the Hindustan

Times which he served for over a

decade. His stay in the Hindustan Times

after Pothan Joseph's departure was not

very smooth. Differences of opinion with

some high-ups led Shankar to leave the

newspaper. He, then, decided to start a

new daily of his own. This plan met with

innumerable financial and other difficul-

ties and he started Shankar's Weekly in

may 1948.

nehru's favourite

Shankar founded his magazine more or

less on the lines of the British magazine,

Punch. Shankar's Weekly was perhaps

the only magazine in india fully devoted

to cartoons and humorous articles.

Shankar's cartoons appeared in this

weekly and were much appreciated by

top leaders like Jawaharlal Nehru. 

Once Nehru  went to Thekkady, in

Kerala for a week of relaxation. Then

Shankar drew a cartoon in his weekly

that seemed to say that there could be no

rest for the Pm. As Nehru drifted along

in a boat, all the wild animals in

Thekkady were depicted as the various

agitations and political dilemmas that

Nehru had to face. Nehru liked this car-

toon so much that he asked for the origi-

nal and had it preserved. 

many top indian cartoonists had

their start in Shankar's Weekly before

moving on to more lucrative berths in

other magazines. The fact that they were

in Shankar's Weekly seemed to throw

open doors for them.

it abounded in healthy, sparkling

humour. The high and mighty came in

focus in Shankar's cartoons. Shankar

closed down the Weekly in August 1975,

a few months after imposition of emer-

gency. The government reportedly  told

Shankar that some cartoonists

contributing to his magazine would be

proceeded against, for lampooning

indira Gandhi in their cartoons. He

talked to indira Gandhi personally and

assured her that he would close down the

magazine and requested her not to harm

any cartoonist. So they were let off the

hook.  He wrote personally to all con-

tributing cartoonists explaining the cir-

cumstances under which the magazine

had been closed down. Then Shankar

took to the pen and concentrated on

developing the different facets of the

Children's Book Trust (CBT), which he

had founded in 1957. 

Pioneer publishers of children's

books in india, CBT brings out well-

written, well-illustrated and well-

designed books for children at prices

within the reach of the average indian

child. 

CBT publications include an illus-

trated monthly magazine in english,

'Children's World'. Shankar also set up

the Association of Writers and

illustrators for Children (AWiC). 

Shankar started the Shankar's

international Children's Competition in

1949, and as a part of it, the Shankar's

On-the-Spot Painting Competition for

Children in 1952. He instituted an   annu-

al Competition for Writers of Children's

Books in 1978. The CBT also runs the

international Dolls museum, the Dolls

Designing and Production Center, Dr.

B.C. Roy memorial Children's library

and Reading Room and  the indraprastha

Press. 

Perhaps, one of the most decorated

men in india, Shankar was the recipient

of several awards - Padma Shri (1956);

Padma Bhushan (1966); Padma

Vibhushan (1976); the Order of Smile

(1977), an honour from a committee of

Polish children; the Hamilton branch of

the United Nations Association in

Canada conferred on him a citation for

his dedicated service.    

Some fellow cartoonists often criti-

cised Shankar for his not being influ-

enced by the trends in the West.  But

Shankar, who, according to Vijayan, put

india on the cartooning map of the

world. Shankar passed away on

December 26, 1989.

Shankar founded 
his magazine more or
less on the lines of the

British magazine,
Punch. Shankar's

Weekly was perhaps 
the only magazine in
India fully devoted to

cartoons and 
humorous articles.
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no use blaming the mirror 

he agonizing display on TV

news channels recently of a

tribal, Dana majhi, carrying the

body of his wife on his shoulder and

walking to his village along with his cry-

ing 12-year-old daughter not only shook

the conscience of most of the viewers but

also led to angry outbursts against the

system responsible for such dastardly

unconcern for human suffering and dig-

nity. Such indeed was this anger that

even without paying full attention to the

role played by the journalists who

exposed the insensate attitude and con-

duct of the government authorities, many

in the social as well as in print and elec-

tronic media began to question even their

sensitivity and wonder why they did not

help the hapless tribal husband carry the

body to his native village instead of

shooting and displaying his picture. in

doing so, they had failed to perform their

basic social duty, it was alleged. in fact,

this criticism is symptomatic of a recent

tendency among certain vested interests

to start attacking and somehow blaming

the journalists whenever they expose or

criticize any failure or misdeed of the

government or the powers that be. They

presumably believe that the journalists

should only be praising the rulers. 

But, first the facts! What, exactly,

did the journalist concerned, OTV corre-

spondent Ajit Kumar, do on getting

information about the man walking with

the unusual baggage? Acting promptly,

he reached the man who had already

covered 10 of the 60 kms from

Bhawanipatna district hospital of

Kalahandi in Odisha to his village, found

and reported the facts and, at the same

time, helped him, along with some other

journalists, in getting an ambulance from

a local NGO for the remaining 50 kms of

his journey. The diesel requirements

were met by a local businessman. All this

had to be done because the hospital

authorities refused to do anything on one

pretext or the other even after the jour-

nalists brought the entire issue to their

notice. instead, they started finding alibis

to somehow save their skin and blame

the mourning husband for his plight.

instead of helping Dana majhi even at

the instance of the journalists, the hospi-

tal and district authorities first argued

that his wife was not being treated at the

hospital, then changed the story to say

that majhi had refused to wait for the

ambulance which they were trying to

provide and, again, argued that he had

left the hospital quietly without inform-

ing anybody. 

isn’t it shocking that instead of taking

up the issue of such callous and insensi-

tive attitude of government authorities,

the busybodies are trying to find fault

with the journalists who not only per-

formed their basic professional duty of

acting as the watchdog of democracy, but

also duly played their social role of help-

ing their fellow citizens in distress. let

the critics not forget that the primary

responsibility of the media and journal-

ists is to expose the failures of the gov-

ernment and administration in meeting

the legitimate requirements, if not

aspirations, of society and the people.

The country, in fact, should be thank-

ful to Ajit Kumar and other local jour-

nalists of Bhawanipatna for showing the

mirror to our “great democratic adminis-

tration” and, thus, performing their real

duty towards the society.  Will the

Odisha Government explain why no

government vehicle was provided to

Dana majhi even after the Dm issued

directions to the effect following inter-

vention by the journalists? Could there

be anything more inhuman than to com-

pel Dana majhi to postpone the last rites

of his wife by shunting him from one

office to another just to make up excuses

to justify their insensitive attitude, con-

duct and behaviour. A local tribal leader

rightly said that majhi had been insulted

twice in two days.

While saluting Ajit Kumar for acting

like a real watchdog of democracy and

an ideal citizen, we call upon the Odisha

government to take exemplary action

against the officers responsible for dis-

playing such callous and inhuman atti-

tude to the people. let us all continue to

emulate the example of Ajit Kumar and

other journalists who dedicate them-

selves to working for society without

fear or favour! 

tHe laSt PaGe

S N Sinha

President, Indian Journalists Union

T
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